Authorized Organizers
Golden Gate Exhibitions

Golden Gate for the Organization of
Exhibitions and Conferences Services:
Founded: 2002
Golden Gate could organize successfully tens of
specialized exhibitions and conferences since 2002. The
major exhibitions organized by Golden Gate are: JIMEX; 12
cycles since 2004, 7 cycles of Inter-Build Jordan Fair since
2008, 2 cycles of SPARK Exhibition; the Consultancy Conference and Exhibition 2006, The 6th and 7th Jordanian International Mechanical Engineering Conference and Exhibition
2007 and 2010; Moedex 2008 ( the 24th Conference and
Exhibition of Arab Federation of Engineers for Modern
Engineering Education), the Investment Fair 2008 in conjunction with The Golden Ceremony of JEA. …etc.
Golden Gate could build successfully decoration for tens of
events and custom made (special designs) for exhibitors
matching different applications.
Golden Gate has been assessed and certified 2008 to meet
the requirement of ISO 9001-2000 and extended in 2009 to
ISO 9008-2001 for exhibitions organizing and decoration
design services. Golden Gate is a full member in international organizations such as UFI and BPA Worldwide.

Contact Address:

Tel. (+962) 6 5658501 Fax. (+962) 6 5650085
Mobile: (+962) 777 353300 / Amman - Jordan
E-mail: goldgate@go.com.jo www.jordan-fairs.com

Jordan Engineers Association
(the Official Support):
Jordan Engineers Association, JEA, was first incorporated in 1958 under the name "Jordan Engineers
Society". The Association holds its current name
since 1972. JEA is considered the largest professional association in Jordan. This is apparent not
only by the large number of its current members
(120,000), but also by the annual influx of its new
members. JEA also incorporates a large number of
Arab and foreign engineers practicing in Jordan.
Every engineer or engineering office would not
have the right to practice the profession without
being a member in the association. The objectives
and activities of JEA are not limited to organize and
regulate the engineering profession, defend the
interests and dignity of the members but also
extended to organization of engineering conferences, workshops, training, social,
economic and other activities. JEA includes more than
150 committees. www.jea.org.jo

Media Partners:
Technical, a specialist monthly journal in Arabic,
English and Turkish and distributed in some Arab
countries.
International Co- Organizers:
JIMEX has agrements with international organizers
in India, Turkey and China (contact details upon in
request).

OFFICE IN INDIA
International Marketing office
Thais Expo Pvt., Ltd
Mobile : +91 98123 90009
Tel
: +91 184 4030999
Email : jkumar@thaiscorp.in
Website : http://www.thaiscorp.in

